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From the skillful hands of Fahima Aslam comes a magical series of meditative art to soothe your

soul and relax your spirit. Set your inner artist free with Inktangle, the artistic form of practicing

meditation through repetitive design. Whether you're completing a complex ink pattern or breathing

colorful life into one, you'll find your mind engaged and your soul refreshedâ€¦ one color stroke at a

time â€” without having to worry about bleed-through: All 34 designs are printed on just one side of

each book page! Some are consciously cut off, for this is an art book, not a German engineered

textbook! ;) Inktangle Activity Book Coming Fall 2015.
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I am seriously hooked on these Inktangle coloring books. My energy levels tend to run to the manic

side and sometimes my mind gets going in so many directions at once that I can't focus any more.

These gorgeous, intricate designs give me the perfect outlet to pour that energy into, and it's

amazing how calm I feel within just a short time of coloring. Being able to buy this with Kindle is

really cool too because I can print out the page I want to work on, and if I accidentally spill coffee on

it I can just print another one. Or if I finish it and want to try a different color scheme, I can make a

new page and do it all over again. Every design is unique. There are ones that are relatively simple

and just right for a short break to refocus your mind. Then there's others that are so complex you'll

totally lose yourself in them. If you think coloring books are for kids, these beautifully crafted designs

will totally change your thinking.



Coloring books for Adults is the new â€˜thingâ€™ â€“ though this thing is really quite old. I have seen

articles in the news and floating around on Facebook, and with good reason. Coloring is a calming

and almost meditative practice; taking this childhood staple into the adult world only makes sense.In

Fahima Aslamâ€™s â€œInktangleâ€• the pictures are easy to see and easy to color, simply take a

screenshot and print! Easy to do, and easy to enjoy. The pictures are varied, offering appeal for

almost everyone. There are small circles to border like offerings, as well as full page designs waiting

to be colored. I loved the intricate designs and the swirls that form to create flowers or soothing art

â€“ and the best part is that since the copy I bought is digital, I can print the pages again and

again!Peaceful, well done and appealing, this coloring book is perfect for yourself, or as a gift for

anyone who really needs to relax.

I enjoy these Inktangle designs a lot. They are fun and easy to do. I can do the shorter ones in one

sitting, or I can do the larger ones in multiple sittings. Each takes my mind away from whatever is

going on in my day, and I find myself totally immersed in coloring the work.I love the idea of a digital

coloring book. I can print the pages out as many times as I like. I then can color different designs on

the same pattern, which means the book never gets boring.My niece loves it as do my students I

Teach enjoy it as a nice break from reality. I never imagined coloring could be so relaxing and

The abstract designs are amazing, I love having something with so much detail to color. The

pictures are well drawn and it's nice to be able to print out the same page to color over and over.

The layout is great too! It's such a calming book, so happy I got it!

I definitely love these and I buy as many as I can get my hands. This particular book caught my

attention. It's very convenient to be able to print out the page I want to color. I can color the same

design multiple times if I wish.The designs in this coloring book are beautiful. The drawings are so

detailed and elaborate. There are a lot of patterns that contain flowers which are my favorite

designs. There are also ones that are like paisley designs. Coloring each intricate design is so

relaxing and helps me reduce my stress levels. Itâ€™s a pressure-free way to express my creativity.

The pictures are artistic and well-drawn.I recommend this to anyone who enjoys art, colors, and

expressing their creativity and for those looking for an activity that will help reduce stress. You will

truly enjoy each beautiful and meticulously drawn pattern. This was well worth buying.
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